
/2023:Naive Bayes

Classification Algorithms
--

Discriminative Generative
- -

- Logistic Regression ~ Naive Bayer
- SoftmaxRegression

jointlymodel p(x,y)
Directly model ply (x)

p(x,y) =Iy)
e.g. logistic regression assen a label
p(y = )(X;w) =G(w+x) provdalibution whatorone

plausible x
Don't try to model p(x) look like?

P(y(X) =Pp(XI)
a

⑳
Normalizing constant

=zp(y =k)p(x(y =k)
k=1

S



Bayes:assume X-10

The BoyesAssumption is:P(X (y):.P(X;(y)
i.e, all the xis are cotonallyindependentgiven y

(we don'tassume they are "independent

p(y =0) =p(y =1) =0.5

Suppose XeIR P(x, =1 (y=0) =0.9 p(Xi/ y=1)=0.2

X,,Xac 50,13 p(Xz
=1(y=0=0.8 P(Xs=1/y=1) = 0.05
-

p(x(y =0) ↳xy =1)
Note:X, andX notindependent(non-conditionally)

If X,
=1, y=0 is likely => X(z) is more likely
-

Tommon case:X;520, 13 Vj

For this, we use Multivariate BernoulliNB
-
many of these -> distribution over 80,13

Example 1:Black & white images 2012case-seaenter
Example 2:Textclassification

inpot=documentar-ratinJamarcaen vocabularyVofsiz IV)
"bag of words"



Parameters ofMultivariate BernoulliNB model
· P(y):Distribution over (classes =>

/IRO where p(y:k):Tk
parameter

· P(x; (y=4) Eje2, ...,d3. Each one is aBernoulli

so we have parameter
1221, .., c3 ⑫ a/Raxc
/where p(Xj = 1/y =k)

=sk
parameter #2

How to choose t&T?Apply MLE

↓
(x,y) = zlogP(X",y";i)
log-likelihood

General form for

generative classifiers

oooolysis
X

zeacpsoitsenitendLetcount(y=K) means
=I(y" =k]
*

:= count(y=K) logtK Ic =2 :

k=(

=Count (y=1) log t,
+(n-con+(y=1). fog (1

-(,)

From Hw0: maximized when it, (y
=1)



Even when CX2, MLE estimate for FC is

Tk =(y
=k)

whataboutI?

maximize IlogP (x(" ly(s); I)
By similar derivation,to maximize this, set

***
↓88payMyonly

-

->

1 I!Don't actual
use!!

o

Estimate C.1:P(X, = 1/y =1):5 =2008
[zi

=p(Xx =1(y =1)
=2

5

whathappens when some counts are zero?

Textclassification

- "giratle"never occurred when y=
-"Choir"never occurred when 7=2

Whatif a documenthas "girate" and "Choir"?

p( X (y=1) =0 bXc girate is "impossible"

P(X /y :2) =0 b/c choir is impossible
"

Assuming zero probability for possible
events

is bd



Solution:Laplace smoothing ("pseudocounts")
↓
Pretend we've seen every (feature, label pair

X times outside of the dataset

Hyperparameters &
X =1

reasonable

Better formula
for Tsk:

Fixk*)ex
once for (y=k, Xi =1
once for (y =k, xj =0)

If no training datathen

tjk =z

with enough training data, ignore X's
-
-

Another variant:Multinomial NB
(for textclassification)

Input(i) is document:his ofwords w/ length di

By Naive Bayes Assumptions de

P(X((y(i) =π ly")
j=( multinomial distribution

Note:preserves frequency into over V(vocabulary)

Additional assumption:
P(xily) is same for all j

Distribution of1st word /y
=Distribution of 27thwordly



doc: [dog dog dog... ]

p(dog (y)
3

Parameters
- P(y) - same as before:it

where

p(y =x) =πk

- P(X; /y=x) =Distribution over vocabulars V

for each I

Pax =p(Xi =x(y
=k)

new

& Yew..., 23

ITo estimate bestPak, he count ·Sr.
Pak= oont2Xizu,

y= x
<104

a

#works in withdoe for every
possible
word

whole denominatorwords thatgo with in

y
=k dictionary


